Each group is encouraged to identify a chairperson to organize the work and a rapporteur to record the results of the discussion. Besides these roles, however, please make sure that everyone in the group contributes actively to the collective result.

You are kindly asked to deliver the results of your work as a power point presentation (ppt) providing answers to the questions below:

- Reflecting upon the presentations and discussions of this morning, if your group would have to collectively identify the five most important issues that concern ICCAs in Tanzania — what would those be? Please consider current problems, impending threats and/or alliances to make and opportunities not to be missed...

- Can ICCAs be formally “recognized” in Tanzania? If yes, how? If not, would it be desirable to have the possibility of formal recognition of ICCAs in Tanzania? What should that recognition imply?

- Is there any movement or organization that – under whatever name – is already working to get ICCAs properly recognized and supported in Tanzania? If the movement is not there, would it be useful to have one?

- If you believe it would be good to have a movement to uphold and advocate for ICCAs in Tanzania, which kind of organization could best do that? What capacities should the organization have? What activities could it develop? Please offer some examples.

- If our workshop of today will prompt the effective recognition and support of ICCAs in Tanzania, what practical results will you be able to see five or ten years from now? What will make you most proud? Please make sure that the group collectively agrees on an answer and describes it in some specific terms.

Many thanks for your work!